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ABSTRACT

ART SONG STYLE IN ITALIAN SONG, LIEDER, AND MELODIE
An Art Song Recital for Tenor and Piano

BY

Brian Uihyun Kim

Master of Music in Performance

This program celebrates the singer's repertoire; the art song. It explores a wide
range of art song style in Italian, French and German. Various methods of unifying
groups were employed when choosing the repertoire. Groups are unified by language,
composer, and sometimes by poets. All of these songs present the unique relationship
between text and music which makes a vocal piece an art song. The songs capture various
moods; passionate, tender, mystical, exciting. The goal of this recital is to demonstrate
the beauty of the art song repertoire through the sensitive performance of these
representative songs.
Groups I and II are comprised by works by Franz Schubert. The songs are chosen
for their musical and textual contrast. First song "An die Leier" begins with a heroic
piano accompaniment with a recitative-like vocal part that gradually fades to one measure
of silence. The idea of love is introduced for contrast. The hero and the idea of love clash
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with each other throughout the song but the love wins at the end. "Nacht und Traume," is
one of Schubert's beloved songs. The rocking accompaniment in the bass ofthe piano in
a slow tempo creates somewhat mysterious and dream-like mood. The G diminished
chord that does not resolve in this song does not use harmony in a way that is typical for
Schubert. "Dass sie hier gewesen,: is inC major, but the key is not established until the
words "Dass du hier gewesen" (that you were here). The first set ends with somewhat
more familiar song "An Sylvia," which is in a traditional strophic form. The counter
melody in the bass (ground bass) and the main melody in the voice tum this song into
duet between an accompanist and a singer.
Group II is unified by texts chosen from the poet Goethe. The speakers in these
texts are longing for their loved one but they maintain connection with the reality.
"Schafers Klagelied," is in modified strophic style. It is about a shepherd out in the field
with his sheep who daydreams about his lost loved one. The composer changes from
minor to major according to the mood of the poem. He also alters the accompaniment
patterns to create different colors. "Erster Verlust," is another one of Schubert's strophic
songs. Since "Schafers Klagelied" and "Erster Verlust" both share the same mood, they
are performed without a break. The music and text of "Willkommen und Abschied",
offers a great contrast from the last two songs. The piano accompaniment sounds like a
horse running. Key changes frequently throughout the piece without any preparation.
The first set ofmelodie is one of Gabriel Faure's song cycles Poeme d'un Jour
which contains three songs: "Rencontre", "Toujours", and "Adieu". It is about a man who
falls in love, announces his love, and then he changes his mind and decides to leave. Each
song setting offers a different mood. The first song "Recontre" is very romantic and
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passionate. Pulsating eighth note accompaniment drives the melody causing a rolling
effect. The emotional impact of this song gives the singer an opportunity for a strong
climax. The second song "Toujours" is somewhat intense and dramatic. An eighth note
accompaniment in triplet leads the melody. Rapid rises and falls in the piano part create
the tension. Sudden key changes accentuates mood shifts throughout this song. Third
song "Adieu" is gentle and full of irony. The simplicity in piano accompaniment signifies
the ending of the affair and the end of the group.
The concluding set of French melodie, consists of three songs by Reynaldo Hahn.
The Belle Epoque is a period during the late 191h century to World War I which is
considered the modern version of Renaissance. One ofthe influences in music is the
development of the salon music. They are not considered to be a serious music; rather
they are simple, naturalistic and easy listening to public. Reynaldo Hahn's songs bring
back the atmosphere ofParisian's life in the late 191h century. The first song D'Une Prison
was composed in 1892 and is very different from Faure's setting ofthe song. Hahn's
setting suggests rather apathetic attitude toward being in the prison, while Faure's setting
reflects despair. The second song, "Fetes Galantes" is one of lighter songs in the
program. The song talks about the beauty of the nature and the joy that brings to the
world. The last song which it concludes the French mel odie and the first half of the
program is "L'Heure exquise," one of the most beautiful songs ever written. The text
portrays the poet's love and the nature that surrounds him. In this song an atmosphere
exists in which time seems to be suspended.
Group VI begins with Stefano Donaudy's one of most famous songs, "0 del mio
amato ben". All four songs in this group talk about love, but each of the songs has its
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own distinctive style. In "0 del mio amato ben," the speaker calls out for his lover but
she is nowhere to be found. Tempo rubato is used as an expressive element in all of
Donaudy's songs. The tempo rubato allows the singer to express his personal reaction to
the text and music. Three more songs in this group are composed by Francesco Paolo
Tosti. Tosti writes in a high Romantic style, much like Donaudy. In "La Serenata" the
speaker says for his love to fly through the wind to his beloved. The accompaniment
gives the effect of light zephyrs. Text for the song, "In van preghi" speaks of a betrayal
by a lover and the resulting depressive mood. Lastly, the text "Luna d'estate" talks about
a man who falls in love with someone at a first sight.
Italian composers of the late Romantic and early Twentieth century periods
express emotion in their music in a passionate way. Ottorino Respighi was a composer,
musicologist and conductor. His fondness for voice led him to compose numerous songs.
This set consists of three songs: Rain, Fog and Snow. In"Pioggia" (rain) the piano
accompaniment portrays rain with the fast sixteenth chordal arrangement. "Nebbie" (fog)
is very dark and dramatic song. This song talks about fog that turns everything into a
monster which it brings unbelievably pain and fear. A chromatic ascending line creates
extreme tension which rises very slowly. The text of"Nevicata" (snow) portrays the
snow covering the fields and the streets as if the poet was looking outside from his house.
This peaceful song provides a calm ending for the second Italian group.
When an artist performs an art song recital, he is not trying to create a definitive
interpretation of the music, rather he is trying to express his unique artistry in response to
music and text. When an artist explores the diversity of style in art song in various
languages, many opportunities for sensitive and passionate performances exist.
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Program
I.

Caro mio ben
Nel cor pili non mi sento

Tommaso Giordani (1730-1806)
Giovanni Paisiello ( 1740-1816)

II.

An die Leier
Nacht und Traume
Dass sie hier gewesen
An Sylvia

Franz Schubert (1797-1828)

III.

Schafers Klagelied
Erster Verlust
Willkommen und Abschied

IV.

Poeme d'unjour
1. Recontre
2. Toujours
3. Adieu

Gabriel Faure (1845-1924)

v.

D'Une Prison
Fetes Galantes
L'Heure exquise

Reynaldo Hahn ( 187 4-194 7)

Intermission
VI.

0 del mio amato ben
La serenata
In van preghi
Luna d'estate

Stefano Donaudy (1879-1925)
Francesco Paolo Tosti (1846-1916)

VII.

Pioggia
Nebbie
Nevicata

Ottorino Respighi (1879-1936)
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